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this talk. Reliability must ALSO be considered. 
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Displacement Damage (DD) 
Cumulative long term non-ionizing damage 
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- keV to MeV range 
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@ Uniqueness of Exploration Systems Missions 
The Vision for Space Exploration creates a new paradigm 
for NASA missions 
- Transport (Crew Exploration Vehicle - CEV), and 
- Lunar and Man Exploration and Human Presence 
additional hazards faced by these 
re traditional NASA missions, multiple 
challenges surface for reliable utilization of electronic parts. 
- The true challenge is to provide a risk as low as reasonablv 
achievable (ALARA - a traditional biological radiatio 
exposure term), while still providing cost effective solutions. 
electronic parts relative to traditional NASA 
bulates the exploration environmental 
- 
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Summary of Environment Hazards forpatin) 
Electronic Parts in NASA Missions 
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4B Discussion of the Hazard for Electronic Parts and Exploration 
As can be observed from the previous chart, 
Exploration Systems faces a unique electronic 
parts challenge not only for radiation exposure, 
but for relkMlity challenges as well. 
nt than recent human presence 
ost effectiveness may d 
commercial electronics usage to meet 
performance constraints 
NASA) cTypes of Electronic Parts for Exploration 
One may view electronic parts for Exploration as meeting needs in 
three categories 
- Standard electronics 
E*O.r- - BukCOmpOIWntr 
- StrrndardbuildlngblOCkS 
E.g, Fldd Prognmmobk W Amy8 (FPGA8) 
commercial electronic cards or instruments) also may be 
considered 
- Screening is m m  txmplicated than with ISS in this approach due to 
more extreme environment faced 
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A Critical Juncture for Space Usage - 
Commercial Changes in the Electronics World 
Over the past decade plus, much has changed 
in the semiconductor world. Among the rapid 
changes are: 
~ncreasd gateldl density per unit area (as-* "! *. 
- Scallng of technology 
well as power 8nd thennal densities) 
Speeds to >> GHz (CMOS, SiGe, InP 
Use of antifuse structures, phasechang 
materials, alternative K dielectrics, Cu 
interconnects (previous - Ai), insulating 
substrates, ultra-thin oxides, etc ... 
Increased input/output (110) in packaging 
Use of flipchip, area array packages, etc 
increased importance of application specific 
usage to reliabilitylradiation performance 
Changes in materials 
I ( N A S A  
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Implications for Electronics in Space 
With all these changes in the WWcwpC-- 
semiconductor world, what are the 
for test, usage, ’ 
wformance models. 
- Technology assumptions in tools such 
as CREME96 are no longer valid 
Sample Modeling Shortfalls 
Sffie Harojundion BlpolarTranslStol 
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Sample Cost Drivers for Radiation 
Testing from 1996 to 2006 - Example 
Device under test (DUTs): 
Commercial Memories 
- Used in solid state recorder 
(SSR) applications 
1996 
- W R w n r O r y  
. 
Sample Cost for SEE Testing: 
1996 vs 2006 a 3X Cost Delta 
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Cost to "Radiation Qualify" - 
Trade Study for Exploration - Expectation is to  use lots of devices NOT specifically designed for 
Qualiflcationlterting of commercial devices and boards likely required 
e radiation environment 
Expact >lo00 d.vks types requiring lot-8pecific tests 
required 
Estimated cost delta from ISS 
Assumes fewer devices need testing (each more complex) and no 
nuclear testing 
Bottom Line 
This presentation has been a brief snapshot discussing 
electronics and Exploration-related challenges. 
- Radiation effects have been the prime target, however, electronic 
parts reuaMlity issues must also be considered. 
Modern electronics are designed with a 3-5 year lifetime typical. 
- Testing costs are driven by device complexity 
- "lJpumenlng" does not nlkbillty, mrely detennlna I n b n t  levels. 
Cost for test equipme 
run >>$lM for full testing 
pable testers can 
Niche technology (wireless, for example) would also require 
infrastructure test equipment 
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